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The Graham-Warren Plan to Kill Innovation
artificial intelligence. It would have
sweeping authority and little over-
sight, not unlike Ms. Warren’s ear-
lier brainchild, the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau. It could
issue and revoke licenses—à la the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion—for internet platforms.

Discussing the idea last fall, Mr.
Graham said a new tech regulator
would “bring both parties together.”
The veneer of bipartisanship
doesn’t make this proposal better. A
Digital Consumer Protection Com-
mission would entrench Big Tech at
the top with a regulatory nightmare
for any potential rivals—at the ex-
pense of current and future entre-
preneurs, and the speech rights of
Americans.

Mr. Graham and Ms. Warren cite
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
as an inspiration. That is laughable.
The NRC has been more an obstruc-
tion commission than a regulatory
one, failing to approve a new nu-
clear reactor design for nearly 50
years. But maybe that’s the point.
The NRC froze the nuclear industry
in 1975, and Americans suffered
with higher energy costs.

The proposed Graham-Warren
commission would impose similar
costs on Americans through the
technology sector, which already is
riddled with bureaucratic pitfalls. If
you need permission for something
innovative, you have to know people
in Washington—and you’d better
stay on their good side. If you’ve
traveled to Europe recently, you
may have noticed that many web-
sites are barely usable as a result of
so-called data-privacy regulations.
Compliance costs are astronomical
and hit smaller businesses hardest.

American citizens benefit from
an open internet, as well as the jobs
and tax dollars generated by the
world’s most vibrant entrepreneur-
ial ecosystem. Technology is one of

the rare industries in which prod-
ucts and services continue to be-
come cheaper and better—unlike
education and healthcare, which
government controls through bu-
reaucratic commissions and licens-
ing bodies. It’s ludicrous to assess
what is working in our country and
what isn’t and conclude that we
need more unaccountable bureau-
crats in charge of technology.

The U.S. leads the world in inno-
vation, which is why the best build-
ers want to work here. China and
Europe aren’t close, and won’t be if
our tech sector remains free and
dynamic.

Misguided policies like stopping
acquisitions or requiring new en-
trants to get licenses—effectively
ending liquidity for entrepreneurs—
would end that. If we can’t sell
companies, we can’t raise money,
can’t back bold ideas, and the virtu-
ous circle of innovation will slow to
a trickle. Dollars that traditionally

flowed to the U.S. innovation sector
from around the world will go else-
where. Under that scenario, the Big
Tech companies will be all we have
left, and they will be even more
powerful. An NRC-style commission
to slow down our own technology
industry might give China a leg up
over the U.S.

That should be reason enough for
Congress to reject this proposal. But
Americans should also be wary
about the implications for free
speech. Many on the right recently
have been skeptical of some Big
Tech businesses. When Twitter was
a publicly traded company, it en-
gaged in egregious censorship
against Americans—with participa-
tion and even instigation from the
government. Under its new owner
Elon Musk, Twitter has begun to
change course. The question for
those who believe another bureau-
cracy would improve Big Tech mal-
practice is simple: If a powerful

Graham-Warren-style commission
had the authority to punish Twitter
last year, would the company have
restored freedom of speech on its
platform?

Ms. Warren’s own words suggest
not. Last fall she complained that
Mr. Musk was deciding “in a dark
room” whether to reinstate previ-
ously censored users. She would
prefer that her own bureaucratic
entity make such decisions in its
own dark room—in Washington.

Ms. Warren has also demanded
that Amazon suppress the sale of
books offering views that differ
from hers on subjects like climate
change. She once suggested that the
tech and retail giant be broken up
after a Twitter spat with its corpo-
rate account, saying that antitrust
action was needed so that Amazon
wouldn’t be “powerful enough to
heckle Senators with snotty
tweets.” She has shown exactly how
she would want a digital regulatory
commission to operate. It would use
its financial and legal authority to
suppress criticism of elected offi-
cials, suppress freedom of speech
on controversial policy issues, and
bully technology companies into
obeying every whim of Washington
bureaucrats.

Recent leaks from Meta show
that executives there worried that if
they didn’t censor accurate informa-
tion that the Biden administration
didn’t like, the company could face
severe consequences. Given this
scandal, is another organ of govern-
ment censorship advisable?

We don’t need more politically
correct nonsense, more censorship
mandated by the swamp. A Digital
Consumer Protection Commission
wouldn’t help and Congress should
reject this proposal.

Mr. Lonsdale is managing part-
ner at 8VC.
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S ens. Lindsey Graham and
Elizabeth Warren are team-
ing up to try to build some-
thing called the Digital
Consumer Protection Com-

mission—a new federal agency with
the power to sue, write rules and
even shut down internet platforms.

I’ve spent my life building tech-
nology companies—not in Big Tech,
but taking on Big Tech through en-
trepreneurship and innovation. I
invest in and engage in partner-
ships with hundreds of other entre-
preneurs to build technology for
America. The DCPC is a terrible
idea.

Congress has considered such no-
tions before, and both sides of the
aisle have plenty of populist energy
to go after Big Tech. As Americans
know, Big Tech has flaws. Social-
media platforms have policed
speech based on viewpoint. Some
large platforms’ power also is a
concern. Apple uses its App Store to
charge a 30% fee on app revenue
while deciding which apps are avail-
able to the majority of U.S. consum-
ers. But a Digital Consumer Protec-
tion Commission would be a
disaster for tens of thousands of
small and medium-size technology
businesses—the beating heart of
our innovation ecosystem.

According to Mr. Graham and Ms.
Warren, the commission would fo-
cus on matters like data privacy,
competition, cyberbullying and even

Their proposed federal
agency would entrench Big
Tech and imperil the right
to freedom of speech.

OPINION

Climate Change Obsession Is a Real Mental Disorder
The media wants
you to know it’s
hot outside. “ ‘Heat
health emergency’:
Nearly half the US
at risk,” CNN pro-
claimed last week
as temperatures
climbed above 90
degrees in much of
the country.

If heat waves
were as deadly as the press pro-
claims, Homo sapiens couldn’t have
survived thousands of years without
air conditioning. Yet here we are. Hu-
mans have shown remarkable resil-
ience and adaptation—at least until
modern times, when half of society
lost its cool over climate change.

“Extreme Temperatures Are Hurt-
ing Our Mental Health,” a recent
Bloomberg headline warns. Appar-
ently every social problem under the
sun is now attributable to climate
change. But it’s alarmist stories
about bad weather that are fueling
mental derangements worthy of the
DSM-5—not the warm summer air
itself.

The Bloomberg article cites a July
meta-analysis in the medical journal
Lancet, which found a tenuous link

between higher temperatures and
suicides and mental illness. But the
study deems the collective evidence
of “low certainty” owing to inconsis-
tent study findings, methodologies,
measured variables and definitions.
The authors also note that “climate
change might not necessarily in-
crease mental health issues because
people might adapt over time, mean-
ing that higher temperatures could
become normal and not be experi-
enced as anomalous or extreme.”

Well, yes. Before the media began
reporting on putative temperature
records—the scientific evidence for
which is also weak—heat waves were
treated as a normal part of summer.
Uncomfortable, but figuratively noth-
ing to sweat about.

Yet according to a World Health
Organization report last year, the
very “awareness of climate change
and extreme weather events and
their impacts” may lead to a host of
ills, including strained social rela-
tionships, anxiety, depression, inti-
mate-partner violence, helplessness,
suicidal behavior and alcohol and
substance abuse.

A study in 2021 of 16- to 25-year-
olds in 10 countries including the
U.S. reported that 59% were very or

extremely worried about climate
change, and 84% were at least mod-
erately worried. Forty-five percent
claimed they were so worried that
they struggled to function on a daily
basis, the definition of an anxiety
disorder.

“First and foremost, it is impera-
tive that adults understand that
youth climate anxiety (also referred
to as eco-anxiety, solastalgia, eco-
guilt or ecological grief) is an emo-
tionally and cognitively functional
response to real existential threats,”
a May 10 editorial in the journal Na-
ture explained. “Although feelings
of powerlessness, grief and fear can
be profoundly disruptive—particu-
larly for young people unaccus-
tomed to the depth and complexity
of such feelings—it is important to
acknowledge that this response is a
rational one.”

These anxieties are no more ratio-
nal than the threats from climate
change are existential. A more apt
term for such fear is climate hypo-
chondria.

The New Yorker magazine earlier
this month published a 4,400-word
piece titled “What to Do With Cli-
mate Emotions” by Jia Tolentino, a
woman in the throes of such neuro-
sis. “It may be impossible to seri-
ously consider the reality of climate
change for longer than ninety sec-
onds without feeling depressed, an-
gry, guilty, grief-stricken, or simply
insane,” Ms. Tolentino writes.

“A couple of years ago, reading a
climate report on my phone in the
early hours of the morning, I went
into a standard-issue emotional spi-
ral thinking about it all,” she recalls.
“We had also recently had a baby,
whose carbon footprint likely already
exceeded that of entire villages in Bu-
rundi. I was playing whack-a-mole
with my consumer desires.”

Ms. Tolentino goes on to describe
how climate therapists can help pa-
tients cope. “The goal is not to resolve
the intrusive feeling and put it away”
but, as one therapist advises her, “to
aim for a middle ground of sustain-
able distress.” Even the climate left’s

despair must be “sustainable.”
It isn’t difficult to notice that to-

day’s snowflakes consider hot
weather aberrant, similar to how
they perceive normal feelings such as
anxiety or sadness. But there’s noth-
ing normal about climate anxiety, de-
spite the left’s claims to the contrary.

Progressives may even use climate
change to displace their other anxiet-
ies—for instance, about having chil-
dren. A mental-health reporter for
Vox recently wrote about climate
stress, and how “some people even
grapple with the existential question
of whether to have children because
of the human toll on the planet’s re-
sources.”

Displacement is a maladaptive
mechanism by which people redirect
negative emotions from one thing to
another. Ms. Tolentino relates how
one patient she interviewed realized
through deep reflection that “he’d
sometimes used climate anxiety as a
container for his own, more intimate
problems.”

Climate hypochondriacs deserve
to be treated with compassion, much
like anyone who suffers from mental
illness. They shouldn’t, however, ex-
pect everyone else to enable their
neuroses.

Alarmist stories about the
weather, not the warm air
itself, are behind the left’s
anxiety and dread.
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‘Oppenheimer,’ the Bhagavad-Gita and India’s Outrage

T he debate about “Oppen-
heimer” has veered between
fascination for a past when men

wore linen suits to build a bomb and
fear for a future in which the world is
nuked to a crisp. The debate in the
West—and, notably, Japan—has been
civilized for our bad-tempered times,
with historians, philosophers and
“fact checkers” chewing intently on
the film’s abundant fodder. Only in In-
dia has the movie sparked outraged
dissent, with calls by officials from its
Hindu nationalist government for it to
be censored.

Christopher Nolan’s film depicts J.
Robert Oppenheimer’s role in making
the atomic bombs that were dropped
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August
1945. Oppenheimer, a theoretical phys-
icist, was director of the Manhattan
Project, and the film’s focus is as much
on the anticommunist paranoias of the

Cold War’s earliest years as on the
fearsome physics that vanquished
Japan. Also prominent in the narrative
is Oppenheimer’s tortured inner life.
When the bomb was first successfully
tested at the Trinity test site in New
Mexico, on July 16, 1945, Oppenheimer
said he’d thought to himself the fol-
lowing: “I am become death, the de-
stroyer of worlds.”

This is a line from Chapter 11, Verse
32, of the Bhagavad-Gita—or Song of
God—a Sanskrit book of scripture from
the Hindu canon. Oppenheimer is said
to have described the Gita as “very
easy and quite marvelous,” as well as
“the most beautiful philosophical song
existing in any known tongue.” Its 700
verses are a part of the “Mahab-
harata,” one of two epics that form the
bedrock of Hindu culture. (The other is
the “Ramayana.”)

Arthur Ryder, the renowned profes-
sor who taught young Oppenheimer
Sanskrit, summarized the story of the

“Mahabharata” in this way: “The great
epic relates the events of a mighty
struggle between two families of
princely cousins, reared and educated
together. Inmanhood they quarrel over
the royal inheritance, and their differ-
ence is sternly solved by war.”

“Oppenheimer” has drawn the ire of
thin-skinned Hindus by having the
physicist (played by CillianMurphy) ut-
ter these words in bed with his naked
lover, Jean Tatlock (Florence Pugh). In-
dia’s central information commis-
sioner—you would be right to ask why
such a job exists in a democratic coun-
try—described the scene as an “insult”
to the Bhagavad-Gita, “which is our
holy book.” It isn’t clear why it is an in-
sult, unless we take a hyper-Victorian
view of nudity, and in any case Ms.
Pugh is shown on Indian screens wear-
ing a computer-generated dress.

Furthermore, Hinduism doesn’t
have a holy book in the manner sug-
gested here. The faith instead calls on

a library of competing scriptures, none
necessarily more important than any
other. Hindu nationalists would do
well to remember that the elevation of
the Gita to such exalted status is the
result of its embrace and promotion by
19th-century Western Orientalists.

India’s information czar says the

scene is an attack “on our values and
civilization,” an “assault on the Hindu
community” and “reeks of religious
hatred.” If Mr. Nolan doesn’t take out
the scene, the commissioner thunders,
“we will act.” India’s minister for in-
formation and broadcasting—another

inexplicable post in a democracy—has
threatened stringent action against his
own board of film certification.

All of which is a pity, for it squan-
ders an opportunity for India to teach
the world a thing or two about the
Gita. The line cited by Oppenheimer
is part of a dialogue between Ar-
juna—a warrior who is wavering on
the battlefield, reluctant to slay his
kinfolk—and Krishna, his spiritual
guide. Oppenheimer saw himself in
Arjuna’s shoes. Faced with perform-
ing a task of death-dealing enormity,
he took solace in Krishna’s response,
which was to tell Arjuna that it was
his “duty” to fight.

As historian James A. Hijiya
wrote: “To Oppenheimer the message
would have seemed equally clear. If it
was proper for Arjuna to kill his own
. . . relatives in a squabble over the
inheritance of a kingdom, then how
could it be wrong for Oppenheimer to
build a weapon to kill Germans and
Japanese whose governments were
trying to conquer the world.” Or as
Wendy Doniger, the great American
Indologist, has written, “the warrior
with ethical misgivings has been per-
suaded to kill, just as God kills.”

Years later, Oppenheimer said: “I
did my job which was the job I was
supposed to do.” This is good, home-
spun Hinduism. As Mr. Hijiya has
pointed out, there might have been no
bomb without the Bhagavad-Gita.
Shouldn’t India’s Hindu rage-mongers
tear their gaze away from Ms. Pugh’s
curves and take note instead of that
bracing truth?

Mr. Varadarajan, a Journal con-
tributor, is a fellow at the American
Enterprise Institute and at NYU Law
School’s Classical Liberal Institute.

By Tunku Varadarajan

Hindu chauvinists miss the
forest for the trees on the
film’s use of the sacred
text in a nude scene.

From a July 27 email to compa-
nies that sell ads via Google:

Dear Ad Manager Partner,
On 30 August 2023, Google will

update [its policy on] Shocking con-
tent in the Google Publisher Restric-
tions to include an exception for
gameplay imagery. In the context of
gameplay imagery, content is only
considered to “contain gruesome,
graphic, or disgusting accounts or
imagery” or “depict acts of vio-
lence” if it depicts acts of torture,
sexual violence, violence against mi-
nors, violence against prominent

real-name persons, or violence
against an individual or group on
the basis of a characteristic that is
associated with systemic discrimi-
nation or marginalization. . . .

Please review the update to de-
termine if it affects your site or
app. If your site or app received re-
stricted ad serving previously due
to Shocking content but you believe
ad serving should no longer be re-
stricted following the update, you
may request a review or appeal of
your site or app on or after 30 Au-
gust 2023. Learn more about re-
questing a review or appeal.
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